
View Announces Dynamic Glass Installation at Levi’s® Stadium, Home of the San Francisco 49ers

The Most Technologically Advanced Stadium in the United States Becomes the World’s First Sports 
Facility to Use Electrochromic Glass

MILPITAS, Calif. – (February 2, 2016) – View®, the leader in dynamic glass, today announced that its 
smart windows have been installed at Levi’s® Stadium, the home of the San Francisco 49ers. Located in 
Santa Clara, Calif., this 18-month-old iconic facility continues to demonstrate leadership in technology, 
sustainability, and fan experience by incorporating market-leading, innovative technologies like View 
Dynamic Glass.

The installation of View Dynamic Glass underscores the commitment of Levi’s® Stadium to 
maintaining a leading-edge, environmentally responsible stadium to continually enhance the fan 
experience. Levi’s® Stadium became the	  first	  stadium	  of	  its	  kind	  to	  open	  with	  LEED	  Gold	  cer9fica9on.	  
Approximately sixty percent of the attendees of all events at Levi’s® Stadium will see the dynamic glass 
as they ascend the Gate A escalators to take their seats.

“Levi’s Stadium was built to be a manifestation of the Bay Area and Silicon Valley, and the 49ers 
organization has made every effort to be a leader in technology and sustainability,” said San Francisco 
49ers CEO Jed York. “We continuously invest significant time and effort to enhance the in-game 
experience. View Dynamic Glass is a perfect fit for us to ensure that we show our fans and the world 
what’s possible.”

View Dynamic Glass maximizes natural light and provides unobstructed views while reducing heat and 
glare. Unlike traditional glass, View Dynamic Glass tints automatically in response to outdoor 
conditions or manually via a mobile device, providing greater occupant comfort and energy savings 
without ever compromising the view. View has installed its dynamic windows in more than 175 projects 
across North America, with more than 100 more installations currently underway.

“Levi’s Stadium delivers a superior fan experience through technology and innovation, and that aligns 
perfectly with View’s mission and goals,” said Rao Mulpuri, CEO of View. “This installation is a great 
showcase of the technology, sustainability and wellness benefits that View delivers. We’re excited to 
partner with an organization that is strongly committed to setting the standard for modern stadiums.”

For more information, watch this video featuring York and Mulpuri, or visit www.viewglass.com.

About View 
A leader in building innovation, View Inc. is the first company to successfully advance the large-scale 
commercialization of dynamic glass. Situated at the intersection of human wellness, smart technology 
and energy efficiency, View manufactures View Dynamic Glass, a new generation of architectural glass 
that intelligently transitions through multiple tint states to control the sun’s energy, providing an 
enhanced occupant experience and optimum natural light and thermal comfort.
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View is shaping the future of occupant-focused building design from its headquarters in Silicon Valley 
and its high-volume manufacturing facilities in Olive Branch, Mississippi. For more information please 
visit www.viewglass.com.
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